
KEG LOGISTICS - SUMMARY 

MEMO TO:   Craft Brewer      
       

FROM:  KEG LOGISTICS, LLC  
    

RE: NEW KEG OWNERSHIP OPTION  

The founders of MicroStar Keg Management have combined with a third-party logistics provider, 

FitzMark Inc., to offer a new keg ownership option to the Craft Brewer: KEG LOGISTICS, LLC.    Our list 

of brewing customers has quickly grown to over 550+ brewers and we continue to look for new ways to 

improve our offering.  In the past four years Keg Logistics has purchased more kegs for our customers 

than any other keg company or brewer themselves. We have the depth and beer industry experience 

that NO one else can bring to work every day to serve our customers.   

Unlike our original MicroStar model in which a Brewer is charged a per-use fee, regardless of efficiencies 

or volumes, the new Keg Logistics (KL) model is meant to reward the Brewer for growing sales and faster 

keg turns by offering a low rental fee that actually DECREASES with the length of the agreement and 

with the VOLUME of kegs rented with KL.   A key aspect of the KL program is that the Brewer will have 

their own kegs, with their own logo & stripe silk-screened onto brand new kegs.  By providing Brewers 

with their own dedicated rental kegs, KL has eliminated the potential problems of handling “foreign“ 

kegs and having to clean and dispose of others unknown product that accompany them.  Additionally, KL 

will be proactive in maintaining the health of the keg – and will be financially responsible for keg 

maintenance giving the Brewer the best alternative keg ownership solution being offered to the Craft 

Brewing industry today.   Don’t just rent a keg or pay per fill fees forever, OWN IT !  

OUTSOURCE RENT TO OWN MODEL – Brewers will enjoy the benefits of a lower cap-ex outsource 

model, maintain control of their own kegs, and will be given the chance to “rent-to-own” kegs.  The low 

rental fee will result in a net lower cost on a per-fill basis when comparing the KL rental fee to the per-fill 

MicroStar fee or other straight rental options.  In fact, the longer a Brewer is a KL customer, the more 

the rental fee will decrease over time.  At ANY time after the first year the Brewer can purchase all or a 

portion of the rented kegs and they will become the Brewer’s ASSET.   There is no exclusivity required - 

KL kegs only compliment a Brewer’s existing fleet of kegs they already own.  The Brewer can add 

Additional Kegs to his original agreement at any time. 

Financial Fundamentals 

1. The Brewer has the option to rent the kegs from 1 year to a maximum of 8 years,  with each 
rental payment made – the brewer gets equity credit towards purchase.   Rental rates decrease 
over time and the buyout price is reduced annually as well.    

2. Brewer pays a fixed monthly rental fee to KL (based on the # of kegs x the per-keg $ amount).   
3. After the first year the Brewer has the option to purchase the Any or All of the kegs outright 

from the agreement at any time – with a decreasing sliding scale of the residual or buy out price 
of the keg.  

4. The purchase of Brewer’s current fleet (resulting in a sale and lease-back scenario) is OPTIONAL. 
 

Operational Fundamentals    



1. KL will provide brand new FRANKE kegs to the brewer with the Brewer’s logo and stripe silk-
screened onto the keg in the Brewer’s color of choice- at KL’s expense.  

2. Kegs will have the KL name embossed in the top chime (to read: KEG LOGISTICS.COM). 

 

KEG MAINTENANCE and KEG HEALTH - KL expects our Brewery customers to have kegs of the 

highest quality and interior integrity.   KL will pay for a standard “overhaul” of each rented keg.  Starting 

in the 37 month of rental, assuming the kegs have some “miles on them”, KL will pay the fees for a 

Franke to perform a full overhaul on the keg.   They will pull the spears, properly deep-clean kegs, 

replace any damaged valves, straighten necks and repair any applicable body or chime damages.  This 

will require the Brewer to ship a portion of their rental fleet starting in the 4th year of the agreement to 

the service location(s) nearest the brewer.  FitzMark, the 3PL parent of KL, will assist in the shipping to 

ensure the kegs are out of the system for the shortest period of time possible.  By performing this 

service, the kegs will then be eligible for Franke’s 30 year guarantee, giving you a working asset that will 

be on your balance sheet for a very long time.   

Quality Fundamentals    

1. There is no keg pooling or a shared fleet of kegs & no required cleaning another Brewery’s kegs. 
2. Our maintenance program allows KL’s keg fleet to have “low miles” on each keg, keeping each 

rented KL keg performing well to save the Brewer money and preserve the quality of their beer. 
3. If at any time the keg fails, KL will repair the valve or replace the keg as needed.       

Other Benefits 

 REVERSE LOGISTICS:  Each KL Brewer can tap into FitzMark’s freight buying power; all the 
Brewer’s empty kegs can be collected and shipped from non-local distributors for “cost plus”.   
FitzMark is interested in helping each Brewer turn their kegs faster (for all of the brewers’ kegs, 
not just the KL-rented portion).   Any increase in turn efficiency will LOWER the cost per keg 
sold. In the KL model, a Brewer’s success turning kegs works FOR the brewer, not against them.    

 FULL PRODUCT SHIPPING:  FitzMark specializes in shipping full product (i.e. bottles, cans, kegs, 
packaging, raw materials, etc.) for Brewers on a low cost basis.  FitzMark and Keg Logistics act as 
a true friend and partner with each of our customers.  By increasing a Brewery’s profits and 
productivity, we create value and long term relationships with each of our customers.   Try us – 
let us provide a freight quote today for any shipping requirement you have. 
 

Keg Logistics, LLC is confident that the core fundamentals and the financial analysis of the KL keg rental 

program will prove to be superior to any other outsource option being offered today.  For the Brewer 

who has strong local and regional sales – the KL rates will be very attractive.  The Brewer’s keg fees turn 

into keg ownership, the Brewer gets a long-life asset that will serve them for many years into the future.  

And for distant, non-local markets, Keg Logistics’ empty keg retrieval freight rates and pick up frequency 

will also prove to be beneficial to the Brewer and a competitive option that leads to ownership.    

Keg Logistics looks forward to discussing our exciting new keg program in detail with you, either on the 

phone or in person.  Please call or email us for more information. Thank you for your consideration. 

Best regards, 

Chris Sapyta           csapyta@keglogistics.com    www.keglogistics.com   

Office 303-720-7655  Cell 303-884-1115 

mailto:csapyta@keglogistics.com
http://www.keglogistics.com/

